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At anchor off Playa Sualaxe, Punta Caballo, Isla de Arosa.
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VIGO

The waterfront at Vigo is perhaps not what you
might call picturesque, but the city is historic
and magnificent...

RCC Pilot
The RCC pilot, seventh edition 2015,
is the standard work in English on the
pilotage, and is widely used by Spanish
sailors. In general it is very good, and
accurate. However it includes some
rather unkind comments on a number of
places including Cedeira, Ares, Portosin,
Vilagarcia, Meloxo, San Xulián and
Aldán – comments like “an otherwise
unappealing town” and “little to offer the
yachtsman”. Make up your own mind.
Granted, some coastal towns don’t show
their prettiest faces to the sea – this may
be because they are, or were, fishing ports
pure and simple, and the vicinity of the
harbour can be a bit utilitarian, or even
industrial. This applies to Meloxo, Rianxo,
Bueu, and Vigo itself, to name but four.
Walk one street back and see another side.
The pilot also - notably - overlooks
recent developments at Xufre (San Xulián)
including the boatyard, established in
2011. Perhaps for reasons of space it omits
to mention some very nice anchorages.
No doubt for good legal reasons, it is
extremely cautious in its tone: again, use
your own judgement. These notes aim to
fill some of the gaps.

...nor is Vilagarcia “an otherwise unappealing town”

Weather forecasts
Forecasts are broadcast in Spanish and
English every 4 hours from Vigo Traffico
on VHF Channel 10, and every 3 hours
in Spanish by Vigo Coastguard Radio on
Channel 20. However the Ch 10 forecasts
are pretty brief and sometimes hard to
catch even in English. Passageweather
doesn’t have a sufficiently largescale chart of the area, given the local
microclimate, but it’s useful to see the
wider picture out in the ocean and predict
the swell. Windguru is the site regarded
locally as the most accurate. In settled
weather the forecasts are reliable (and
often indeed barely necessary) but in
unsettled or thundery periods the winds
can be much stronger and more variable
in direction than forecast.
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Language and Placenames
Gallego, the Galician language, has a long
and respectable history. It looks a bit like
a cross between Spanish and Portuguese,
and encountering it for the first time can
be confusing. For example the definite
articles are the Portuguese O and A rather
than the Spanish El and La – hence A
Coruña versus La Coruña and O Grove
versus El Grove – and the language is seen
in words like praia (playa), beach, porto
(puerto), harbour, pobra (puebla), town,
and rúa (calle), street. Gallego is strongly
promoted by the local authority, the
Xunta – rather than Junta – de Galicia (the
letter X tends to feature a lot in Gallego.
In such usage it is pronounced like sh in
English), and it is widely used in place
names, on signs and in official documents.
The British charts use mostly Spanish
names, but not always. The Ría de Arosa is
Spanish, Arousa is Gallego. If you visit the
Maritime Museum in Vigo you will find
that the guidebook is written in Gallego,
and information signs around the Rías are
often only in Gallego, which can be a little
frustrating if you are finding your way in
Spanish. As far as verbal communication
is concerned, the locals, whether or not
they use Gallego at home, all speak

Spanish anyway. If you’re enthusiastic,
or really stuck, the language appears in
Google Translate as Galician.
Spanish for Cruisers, by Kathy Parsons, is
an excellent maritime phrasebook, even
though written mainly for Latin America.
It will help you deal with all kinds of
problems, and it has words for things like
cleats and halyards, which you won’t find
in most dictionaries. Several copies have
been spotted in use by Spanish marina
offices, since it works both ways.

Time zone and longitude
It is worth mentioning that this part of
Spain is on the same longitude as the west
of Ireland but is an extra hour ahead on
the clock. This means that in summer,
noon by the sun is twenty to three in
the afternoon local time. It explains why
mornings often seem so slow to get going
both weatherwise and commercially, and
possibly also why the locals live late on
the clock.

Tide times
If using Reed’s Almanac note that it
says: “Time differences [for Spanish ports
referenced to Lisboa (i.e. all those south of Ría
de Muros)] when applied to the printed
times of HW and LW for Lisboa, give HW
and LW times in Spanish Standard Time.
DST is the only correction required.”
In other words, although the tide table

El fragil paradiso de Arenoso.... it’s not Spanish,
but recognisably similar
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Shellfish divers
Early in the morning in particular,
you may encounter small open boats
anchored in shallow bays, flying Code
flag A. Sometimes there is nobody aboard.
On some of them there is an air pump
aboard the boat, and it is connected to
the (shellfish) diver by a long hose. It is
a very bad idea to get between the boat
and the diver. Often the diver’s position is
indicated by a small float, and a stream of
bubbles. If you were there first and they
set up around you with air lines, have
patience. They will soon leave.

says “Standard Time (UT), for Summer
Time add one hour”, which is true for
Portugal, in Spain it should be two hours.
But that’s already incorporated into the
tidal constants for Spanish ports. Roughly
speaking, HW on this coast, local time
in July, is Lisbon (as printed in Reeds)
plus two hours. In Easytide, set Daylight
Saving to one hour for Spanish ports.

Viveros
The numerous mussel rafts, variously
referred to as bateas and viveros (the latter
meaning literally “nurseries”), are unlit,
but steep-to. Their ropes and anchor
chains go straight down and it is quite
safe to give a vivero a berth of a boat’s
length or less. They do at least indicate
deep water; they are normally moored
in not less than 10m, Another positive
aspect seldom mentioned in pilot books
is that in large numbers, viveros are in
effect extensive floating breakwaters, and
significantly reduce the wave heights in
their lee. Annual production of mussels
in the Rias exceeds 200,000 tonnes, and a
single vivero typically yields 80 tonnes of
mussels when harvested after one to two
years.

Gas
If you have a gas bottle locker at least
300mm in diameter by 595mm deep, you
can accommodate a standard Spanish
12·5 kg butane bottle and will be able to
avoid being held to ransom for Camping
Gaz. The Spanish bottle takes the same
regulator as the usual Irish one, which is
the push-on type, not the left-hand-thread
British one. Bottles and regulators are
not hard to buy and the 12·5 kg exchange
refill is currently €15. It will last for many
weeks.

Working the viveros
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Early morning shellfish divers at Arenoso. The
diver is under the little orange buoy.

Fiestas
If intending to use a marina on a Saturday
night it is worth checking whether there
is a fiesta planned for that night. The
racket can continue until eight in the
morning. Look for a large black lorry
that will convert into a stage with mega
amplification. The noise usually ceases
about 0200 but can go on much later
especially in August in Vilagarcia where a
night club overlooks the marina. Sanxenxo
also has a loud disco going all night
during the season.
Ear plugs (tapones) can be purchased at
any farmacia.
Added excitement comes from firework
displays, usually at midnight. These are
spectacular, and worth watching, but
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The town band at Moaña
beware of burnt out rockets landing on
deck.
Most marinas, and especially yacht
clubs, are quiet.

Waste disposal
You are never more than a couple of
hundred yards from a recycling and waste
disposal point (they don’t have bins at
each house in this part of Spain; it’s a
brilliant system as long as it’s respected,
which it is). The dome shaped green bin is
for glass (vidrio), of all colours. The yellow
one is for cans (latas), tetrapaks (briks),
and plastic bottles and wrap (plasticos).
The blue one is for paper and cardboard
(papeles y carton). Bagged general and
galley waste goes in the other green bin.

WiFi

PILOTAGE

Our experience has been that marina wifi
is often poor, with little or no signal down
on the pontoons and often not much better
at the office. (Pobra do Caramiñal being
one notable exception). It is worth looking
for a phone contract that allows for the use
of a mobile phone as a personal hot spot,
with an ample data allowance - say 10 to
15 gigabytes a month.

In many places the charts, both paper and
electronic, have been found wanting. We
have observed many rocks (and have hit
two very gently and near-missed more
than a few) that were not marked on the
charts. Drying rocks may be marked as
above-water and vice versa, or may not
exist. Take care, don’t get too fixated on
the screen, and be conscious that when
you zoom in a bit too much, what you are
seeing is purely a service to your eyesight
and not necessarily a representation of
reality at that scale. Many undocumented
anchorages can be picked off the
charts, but be extra cautious with those,
especially inside the 5m contour. The local
rock is granite and the beautiful seascape
is reminiscent of north Brittany, the
Rosses of Donegal, or the Ross of Mull in
Scotland, and very spectacular; but it also
makes for very abrupt changes in depths.
Bearings are true from seaward, and
positions are WGS84. Depths are LAT. The
plans are not to be used for navigation,
i.e. they do not necessarily show all the
dangers, and bearings should not be taken
from them unless quoted in figures. Plans
are all north-up. Grey indicates rock and
green sand or mud. Blue is shallow water
which may be less than 10m, 5m or 2m
depending on the plan. The contour line is
marked with the depth.
Waypoints given in the text should
always be plotted first on a chart.

National Park permits
It is not mentioned in the RCC pilot, but
if you book a permit to anchor at one of
the islands, and you change your plans,
you should cancel the permit. If they are
checking, and discover that you had a
permit and didn’t use it, they’ll lock you
out of the website for a fortnight. They say
it’s because you may be stopping someone
else getting access but it’s obviously
designed to stop people making block
bookings just in case they fancy a trip
some time.

Granite coast
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Pentones de Centolleira on the north. It is
unfortunate that the charts do not identify
the height of the above-water rocks and
islets, as some are low and others high
and distinctive. The photographs in this
description are intended to address this to
some extent.
Reliable power is essential but a passage
under sail is easy with a fair wind. Keep
a sharp lookout for pots – there are
some but not many. Their lines tend to
go straight down, but stay downwind
or down-tide of the buoys (the pots are
usually intended to trap not shellfish,
but pulpo – octopus). Swell conditions are
important but a swell of up to 2 metres
certainly does not present a hazard.
The RCC pilot refers to strong and
unpredictable currents but nothing out of
the ordinary has been observed by ICC
members. The following directions are
based on eight transits of all the channels
by Coire Uisge (Warrior 40) in August and
September 2016 and May and June 2017,
with the latest copy of the detail chart
BA1734, and have been checked by others
with local knowledge.

Approaches to Ría de Arosa channels around Isla Sálvora
Three narrow but deep channels around
Isla Sálvora offer useful short cuts into
the Ría de Arosa from the north. The
RCC pilot is commendably cautious
about these but they are not difficult to
negotiate in daylight, moderate weather
and reasonable visibility. Local boats use
them continually. For the stranger on a
first time visit, GPS is virtually essential
and a good chartplotter is an asset; there
are few good transits. BA1768 Ría de
Arosa or its Spanish counterpart are
essential for an overall view. The detail
chart BA1734 or the Spanish 415B are
useful but not essential. The charts, paper
or electronic, appear to be quite accurate
here. The Canal de Sagres has not been
surveyed since 1905 but the Paso Interior
was done in 2005. The accent on the á
places the stress on the first syllable – it is
pronounced SAL-vora.
The key to the pilotage is to note that
many of the rocks close to the channels
are above-water and more or less steepto, while in typical swell conditions
many of the below-water and drying
rocks betray their positions by breaking.
There is at least 6m in all three channels
at LAT. Navigational aids number only
three: a beacon on the Islas Sagres, and
two marking the Paso del Carreiro – a
stone tower, white with green top, on the
Piedras del Sargo on the south side, and a
slimmer perch, white with red top (new in
2016 and replacing a port hand buoy) on

Canal de Sagres
In normal summer conditions,
approaching from the NW and Cabo
Corrubedo, it is safe to pass between
the coast and all the offshore rocks – the
Bajos de Corrubedo and the Banco del
Pragueiro. The main danger to avoid
when nearing the Islas Sagres is the
drying Bajo Roncoso, 6 cables WNW of

Approaching
the Canal de
Sagres from the
N; Bajo Roncoso
(breaking) and
the Piedras Conle
Queixada islets,
from the WNW
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Punta Falcoeiro. Piedra Cerro, 2·5 cables
further W, with 5·7 metres, is not normally
a hazard. Waypoint PC 42° 31'·2N 9° 03'·7
W is 2 cables W of Piedra Cerro.
From waypoint PC, the largest of the
Piedras Conle Queixada islets, on the
mainland side close W of Punta Falcoeiro,
is conical and conspicuous. This group is
to be left to port. Identify these islets and
the Islas Sagres to the SE, and steer 122°
for the Insua El Mayador, the NE’most
outlier of the Islas Sagres. The principal
hazards to be avoided are the drying

Laxes de Falcoeiro, on the mainland side
1·5 and 2 cables N of the Sagres. These
will also be left to port. Waypoint LF 42°
30'·8N 09° 02'·9W is in mid channel, and
one cable SW of the outer of the two rocks.
From this waypoint identify the low rock
Islote El Toran 3 cables to the E, and steer
097° to pass one cable S of it at waypoint
ET, 42° 30'·77N, 09° 02'·50W. This course
leads close N of the Sagres in a least depth
of almost 7m, and into the area of open
water N of Piedra de Barlovento, and the
approaches to Aguiño.

Islas Sagres
from the N

Canal de Sagres, W to
E; Insua El Mayador
(centre), Islas Sagres
(R), and Laxes de
Falcoeiro (breaking), L
centre. Isla Sálvora in
the distance, R

Islote El
Toran from
the SW

Islote El Toran
(centre) from
waypoint ET.
Note the transit
with the factory
building on
the mainland,
behind
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The conspicuous
Piedra de Barlovento
(L), from the N. There
are drying outliers
almost 2 cables SE
of it

Paso de Carreiro
This short and well-marked channel is
the most straightforward of the three
passages. From the Canal de Sagres,
identify the Piedras del Sargo tower, green
and white, and steer 104° to pass a cable N
of it, leaving the Pentones de Centolleira
perch to port. Waypoint PS 42° 30'·44 N

09° 00'·40W is in mid channel. From there,
if heading up the Ría de Arosa, steer 070°
to waypoint CA, 42° 30'·55N 08° 59'·90W.
When the distinctive rock Con d’Agosto is
abeam to port it is safe to turn for the port
hand buoy on Bajo Touza del Sur, one mile
distant.
If making for Aguiño, beware of Piedra
Duriceiro, 4 cables NW of the Paso de
Carreiro.
The Paso de
Carreiro seen
from the Canal de
Sagres; Piedras
del Sargo (R),
Pentones de
Centolliera (L).

Piedras del
Sargo from the
NW

Pentones de
Centolliera from
the S. Aguiño,
beyond
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Con d’Agosto. It never covers

Paso Interior de Sálvora
The channel between Sálvora and
the islets to the E can in certain swell
conditions be the most exciting of the
three, and is described in the RCC pilot as
“suited to devoted rock hoppers”. This is
certainly true, but it does not say “only to
devoted rock hoppers” and it should not
deter any competent navigator.
From the Canal de Sagres, steer 104°
for the Paso de Carreiro until the abovewater Piedra de Barlovento is well abaft
Paso Interior N to
S: Isla Insuabela
(L) and Isla Noro
(R) from the NW

Paso Interior:
Piedras Los
Asadoiros and Isla
Sálvora, from the N

Paso Interior: Isla
Insuabela from the
SW
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the beam at waypoint PB, 42° 30’·65N 09°
01’·65W. Identify the entrance to the Paso
Interior, with the little humpback rock Isla
Insuabela one mile, and the conspicuous
pyramidal Isla Noro two miles, to the SE
of your position. Steer 156° for waypoint
IN 42° 29'·80N 09° 01'·20W, 2·5 cables
WSW of Isla Insuabela, leaving Insuabela
to port. This course passes 2 cables SW
of Bajo Xan Ferreiro, a 1·3m patch. From
this waypoint the narrows of the Paso
are 5 cables ahead, between the mainly
above-water Piedras Los Asadoiros to the
SW and the drying Piedra Carabeliña to
the NE. Steer 131° for waypoint PA 42°
29'·50N 09° 00'·60W, in mid-channel at the
narrows, leaving the above-water heads
of the Piedras Los Asadoiros 1·5 cables to
starboard. Note that drying rocks extend
more than a cable to the N and SE of these
above-water heads.
On a course of SE from here the only
significant hazards are Bajo Touza Area
Mesa, 0·8m, and Piedra Golfeira de
Sálvora, 0·9m, on the Sálvora side. From
waypoint PA steer 140° for waypoint NO,
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at the narrows. From this point steer 311°
until Isla Insuabela is abeam to starboard
at waypoint IN 42° 29'·80N 09° 01'·20W.
From here the Islas Sagres may be left to
starboard, giving the main island a berth
of 3 cables and taking care to avoid the
isolated drying Bajo Meixón de Vigo, 7
cables SSE of Sagres beacon.
From waypoint IN to the Canal
de Sagres, steer 336° until Piedra de
Barlovento is identified, and when the
rock is abeam at waypoint PB, 42° 30’·65N
09° 01’·65W, turn on to 288° and head
for the mid channel between Insua El
Mayador and Islote El Toran, at waypoint
ET, 42° 30'·77N, 09° 02'·50W. Then steer
279°, leaving El Mayador close to port and
the drying Laxes de Falcoeiro to starboard
at waypoint LF 42° 30'·8N 09° 02'·9W.
From there steer a course of about 300°,
taking care to avoid Bajo Roncoso 4 cables
NW.

42° 29'·1N 09° 00'·2W, which has Isla Noro
abeam to port. A course of SE from here
leads into open water.
If heading from the Paso de Carreiro
to the Paso Interior near HW, do not be
confused by the conspicuous above-water
rock Laxe de Sentencián, W of Piedras
Los Asadoiros.
From the S, identify the conspicuous
pyramidal Isla Noro and steer to pass
3 to 4 cables off Punta Figueiriño, the E
point of Sálvora. When Sálvora lighthouse
is abeam, steer 330° for waypoint NO,
SW of Isla Noro. Identify Insuabela and
Piedras Los Asadoiros, the N’most abovewater heads of the reefs extending N from
Sálvora, and keep Insuabela fine on the
starboard bow to leave Los Asadoiros 1·5
cables to port. This avoids Bajo Touza Area
Mesa and Piedra Carabeliña. Waypoint PA
42° 29'·50N 09° 00'·60W is in mid-channel
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Paso Interior:
Piedras Los
Asadoiros from
the SE. The tip of
Sálvora, L

Paso Interior:
Piedras Los
Asadoiros from the
ESE. Islas Sagres,
R

Isla Sálvora

identifies only two permitted anchorages
in the whole Sálvora group: Praia do
Castelo and Praia do Almacén, which
are pretty much the same place - the bay
with the island’s pier, at the SE end. This
restriction has been confirmed by one of
the island’s wardens.
In settled conditions there is room for
one small yacht to anchor in the inner
bay at Praia do Almacén, but otherwise
anchor N of the pier in 5 to 10m. There are
uncharted rocks in the bay behind the pier.

The RCC pilot describes an anchorage at
Praia dos Bois, opposite Isla Noro, but
the plan in the book has the identifying
number placed further north off Punta
Lagoa. Praia dos Bois would certainly be
a pleasant anchorage, taking care to avoid
Piedra Golfeira de Sálvora (0·3m) and
the above-water Peñasco Conle Zafra, on
the way in. However the National Park
website, in the English translation only,

Isla Sálvora;
Praia dos Bois,
L, Peñasco Conle
Zafra, R

Sálvora pier
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View towards
Aguiño from
Isla Vionta
anchorage; keep
the blue roof well
to the R of the
beacon

Opposite Vilagarcia

Ría de Arosa harbours and
anchorages

The RCC pilot mentions two anchorages
E of Cabo de Cruz but round the corner
are two more: Ladeiro do Chazo, the bay
2 to 5 cables N of Punta del Chazo, and
Mañons, the bay between Las Hermanas
and Punta Ostral. Very pleasant, quiet and
sheltered spots.

Isla Vionta
An anchorage on the northeast side of
Isla Vionta, S of the Paso del Carreiro,
is mentioned in the Pilot, but is actually
prohibited. See the preceding notes on
Sálvora; Vionta is part of the Sálvora
National Park zone. In any case, take
care not to approach too closely as there
are uncharted rocks in the bay, inside
the 5m contour. The photograph shows
the Piedras del Sargo tower against the
buildings at Aguiño, from the anchorage.
Do not go closer to shore than this transit.
Landing is prohibited.

Isla Cortegada
There is a nice anchorage S of Isla
Cortegada, off Carríl (NW of the harbour
there). The island’s 200 residents were
evicted in the early 20th century so
that the island could be offered to King

Islote Coroso
Briefly described in the RCC pilot, and
badly charted on Navionics – a drying
rock is shown as above-water. Lovely spot.
Approach the anchorage on a course of
325° towards the wooded headland with
the caravans. The shallows are generally
obvious.

Islote Coroso anchorage; approach this wooded
headland on 325º

Escarabote/Playa de Barraña
The RCC pilot is a bit dismissive about
Escarabote. A temporary alongside
berth may be available on the long outer
pontoon at the harbour. The continuous
line of viveros offshore lend added shelter
to the whole bay, from the S.

Escarabote outer pontoon
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Riá de Arosa
Anchorages and ports mentioned
in these notes

Rianxo

Playa de Barraña

Escarabote
Punta Ostral

Carril

10

Cabo de Cruz

Pobra do Caramiñal

Isla Cortegada

Punta del Chazo
Vilagarcia

Islote Coroso

Punta Caballo

Xufre

Ribeira

Cabo Corrubedo

Isla Rua

Vilanova

Arenoso

Isla de Arosa

Pedregoso
Aguino
10
Islas Sagres

10

Cambados

Isla Vionta
Meloxo

Isla Sálvora

O Grove

Piedras Negras

Alfonso XIII to build a summer retreat.
Nothing was built, and Alfonso visited
Cortegada only once. It is now part of
the National Park; the permit is required.
There are very relaxing walks around and
across the heavily-wooded island.

Porto O Xufre, Isla de Arosa
This harbour is poorly represented on the
charts. Although there is still no routine
alongside berthing and the anchor symbol
on the RCC pilot’s aerial picture is in the
right place, there are now a long floating
breakwater and new fishing vessel
pontoons which have sorted out some of

Landing pontoon at Cortegada. Keep the front
face free.
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the mooring congestion [see plan]. There
has since 2011 been a much acclaimed
boatyard, Varadoiro do Xufre - the yard’s
tall shed and tower crane are conspicuous
from seaward. There is 3m at LAT all the
way in to the yard’s pontoon (see plan).
A family business, the level of service is
outstanding – they even have a courtesy
car available for customers’ (self drive)
use. Their travelhoist can lift 180 tonnes.
San Xulián is a very pretty village with
picturesque narrow winding streets.

The boatyard at Xufre, Isla de Arosa. The shed
has 22m overhead clearance inside.

Bays S of Punta Caballo, Isla de
Arosa

Faro de Punta Caballo restaurant

The main bay is described in the Pilot
but there is a smaller and very attractive
cove, called Playa Sualaxe, nearer the
lighthouse. Anchor in 5m, sand. The
old lighthouse cottage now houses an
excellent little restaurant, open for lunch
Tuesday to Sunday.
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Islote Jidoiro Arenoso
This is a favourite and very pretty lunch
stop anchorage SW of the Isla de Arosa.
It is marked with an anchor symbol in
the RCC pilot but is not mentioned in
the text. The Islotes Jidoiro are a group
of islets and rocks, the biggest of which
are Pedregoso (“rocky”) to the W, and
Arenoso (“sandy”), to the E. Anchorage
is available in 8 to 10m, close N and NW
of Punta Laño, the N point of Arenoso,
with its very conspicuous sandy beach.
The area is quite badly charted, despite
the survey dating only from the 1990s. A
group of tiny above-water heads shown
on the Admiralty and Navionics charts
close NW of the island clearly do not exist,
while other charted rocks are not now
visible. Punta Laño itself is not rocky as
charted. There is however no difficulty
in making the anchorage. An approach
steering SW, with the beacon tower on

Bajo La Loba bearing 220° over the rocks,
and the island beach kept half a cable to
port, leads to the anchorage; but do not
venture past the N tip of the island as
it shallows very suddenly. The edge is
very obvious, and very steep - the bottom
rises from 10m to a metre in a matter of
30 to 50m or so horizontally, but at the
anchorage and immediately to the S of it,
is all sand. Approaching from Bajo Piedra
Seca beacon NW of Pedregoso, stay close
to, or between, the numerous viveros
to avoid the drying rocks between the
beacon and the anchorage.
Arenoso doesn’t offer much shelter, so
unless the weather’s very settled it doesn’t
make an overnight anchorage.
The island is a nesting site for gulls, and
the birds get quite annoyed if you venture
up towards the high water mark in the
nesting season in early summer. Don’t
cross the fence.

Bajo La Loba beacon over the rocks SE of Arenoso 220°
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0°

dries 2.5m

The Pilot says that the
old harbour at Cambados
claims 2·3m of water. It
actually has less than
a metre, but a yacht
drawing 1·8m would be
able to lie alongside a
fishing boat just beyond
the fuel berth, at neaps.

sandspit

Compare the satellite picture with the extract from BA1764. A new Navionics
smartphone app has a more accurate chart.

Arenoso anchorage. The dark spots, in this picture, are weed and not rocks.
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Approaches to Ría de
Pontevedra

Those dark patches are probably weed - but not
always.

Bajo Fagilda
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Bajo Lomba
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A fine example of an uncharted rock exists in
the Ensenada de la Lanzada 3·5 cables ENE
of the breakwater end at Piedras Negras
(San Vicente). It is more or less on the low
water mark of a beach charted as uniformly
sandy, and could spoil your day if you came
in too close at high tide for a lunch stop. Be
very cautious of those dark patches of weed
on the bottom. Some of them are made of
granite.
The starboard hand
beacon tower on Bajo
Picamillo, between Isla
Ons and the coast, was
destroyed in January
2017. It has been
replaced by a starboard
hand buoy, stationed 1·25
cables ENE of the rock.
However the AIS signal
doesn’t come from the
buoy but from the former
position of the tower
(i.e. the rock itself is
now marked by a virtual
AIS beacon). The rather
confusing marks here
Isla Ons
0
(including the nearby
Bajo Fagilda port hand
buoy, and the port-hand
beacon on Los Camoucos, close to Ons) mark
the two deep-water ship channels into the
Ría de Pontevedra and the port of Marín, the
buoyage direction being southward; the Paso
de Fagilda to the east of the 5m Bajo Lomba
de Besta shoal in mid-channel, and the Canal

de la

.

Punta Fagilda
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lda

AIS signal from the
position of Bajo
Picamillo itself

Los Camoucos
Channel inside Isla Ons

Paso de la Fagilda
and

Canal de los Camoucos
5
cables

10

showing new starboard hand buoy
and virtual AIS beacon on Bajo Picamillo

de los Comoucos to the west of it.
Yachts can of course disregard the Bajo
Lomba de Besta and go straight down the
middle, but if leaving the starboard hand
buoy to port going south, give it a berth of
at least two cables to avoid Bajo Picamillo,
on which there is now no physical
navigational aid.

Bajo Picamillo (breaking), from the E. Isla Ons in the background. (photo Bob Earlie)
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Aldán
The bay in the SW corner of the Ría de
Aldán is a lovely anchorage and is said
to have the warmest seawater in the
Rías. It also has a notorious drying rock,
which – although accurately charted – is
ideally placed to trap the unwary. Note
that this is not the “large rock which tends
to blend into the background” referred to
in the RCC pilot – that is a much larger
(uncharted) one dividing the SW bay from
the SE one (which has a lot of moorings).
The Pilot advises avoiding the Ría “if
winds build from the N or NW”. Given
that the viveros form a fine breakwater,
it would now have to be a fairly severe
gale before Aldán would be untenable.
The bottom is quite weedy (sea lettuce) so
make sure your anchor is well set.
Approaching up the Ría and between
the viveros, head first for the large pale
green apartment building near the lowest
point of the skyline immediately behind
Aldán. When within half a mile, identify
three conspicuous houses together on the
rise above the SW bay – from left to right
a modern, square white boxy one, a red
roofed one and a three-storey salmonpink one – and stay E of a line of bearing

Portonovo’s new breakwater

Portonovo

Portonovo has a new floating breakwater
which protects the marina from E and SE.
This has considerably improved comfort
on the outer T-heads.
There are two large concrete blocks
(breakwater type) underwater, 5m away
from the second T-head at the marina at
Portonovo. They have 2·6m over them at
LAT, but they can look quite scary.

Playa de Agra
This is a lovely bay a mile or so beyond
Sanxenxo and tucked in behind a wooded
headland labelled Punta Festiñanzo on
the charts. It is not listed in the RCC Pilot
but well enough charted as long as care is
taken close to shore.

Playa de Agra, Ría de Pontevedra
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197° on these. Identify the disused fishprocessing factory on the W shore. When a
conspicuously red house comes into view
from behind the trees above this building,
you are clear south of the rock and it is
safe to turn to starboard into the bay.
The rock is in position 42° 16'·82N
8° 49'·77 W, dries about 1·4m, and is
unmarked. It is, if anything, more of a
hazard when leaving the anchorage, since
it is then directly in the way of anyone
heading out to seaward. Head first for a

prominent house on the E shore N of the
village (see photograph).
The RCC pilot does not do justice to
Aldán village, which is a charming spot.
Locally produced wines are available
at the supermarket and are usually
inexpensive and very good, and there is
a bar/café in the centre which is reported
to have notably good wifi. A temporary
alongside berth may be available at the
slipway close SE of the main pier.

Approaching Aldán - the pale green building near the low point of the skyline, centre
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The three conspicuous
houses above the SW
anchorage at Aldán

The red house appearing from behind
the trees above the derelict fish factory.
The rock, R.

The safe line out of
Aldán - head for the
house on the bluff

Checking the Aldán rock
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Ensenada de Limens. The kelp is over the boulder shoal

Ensenada de Limens, Ría de
Vigo
This beautiful bay between Cangas and
the Ensenada de Barra offers splendid
shelter from winds with any north in
them, and has a lovely beach. It is not in
the RCC Pilot and quite badly charted.
There is a very obvious drying rock close
to the beach in the centre of the bay, but
a group of boulders, awash at LAT, lurk
just offshore of it and must be guarded
against. The highest head is in position 42°
51'·45N 008° 48'·75W.
Facilities ashore are limited to a friendly
little bar at the campsite.

Ensenada de San Simón, Ría
de Vigo

weather and good visibility”. Despite
Laxe o Meixuiero (0·9m) and another
shallow patch with a drying rock W of
it, its pilotage is quite straightforward in
the absence of a heavy swell. From the N,
head for a point one-third of the channel’s
width from the mainland at waypoint
CPN 42° 09'·00N 008° 51'·13W. This leads
E of a 1·6m patch. From there steer 190°
for waypoint CPS 42° 08'·85N 008° 51'·16W
to clear Laxe o Meixuiero, and from this
waypoint head SE in clear water into the
Ensenada de Bayona. Least depth on this
track is about 3m at LAT.
The advice in Reed’s to stay close to
the island the whole way through is risky
since it seems not to recognize the drying
rock W of the 1·6m patch.

Tie up to the north side of the long
gangway up to the gate – the berths inside
are privately owned.

Approaches to Bayona
The RCC pilot says that the Canal de la
Porta (between the Islotes Las Estelas
and the mainland) can be used “in settled

San Adrián marina. Berth on the right of the
long gangway
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Canal de la Porta
from Spanish chart 4167
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Ensenada de Bayona

Canal de la Porta

Canal de la Porta;
Estela de Tierra, R
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